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EDITORIAL
52+2020

Fighting the myth of the paperless
Recently there has been a lot of talk about print publications being in decline, particularly within
the last 10 to 20 years. As an alternative to staring at the penetrating light emitted from tablets,
smartphones and computers for so many hours every day, more people are reaching for print
media, enjoying the leisurely occasion to read and take in the rich content found within elegant
magazines - absorbing information in a more thoughtful state of fully relaxed comfort.
Disconnecting from the web, reading a printed magazine can be like going out in the evening without a smartphone, focusing on the moment and being present, choosing to turn
the page instead of being bombarded by pop ups. This is a luxury that is now being rediscovered. Ideas on paper can ultimately inspire a further search for digital information when
the reader's interest is peaked. Good quality Print will always have its place in the
realm of good media.

In this issue we have the pleasure presenting:
	Two brilliant examples of succesful and sustainable reconversion of disused sites, the
Hôtel-Dieu project in Lyon (52,000 sqm) a former hospital transformed into a modern iconic landmark including prestigious hotel, shops, restaurants and many other attractions,
and the Fenix I in Rotterdam a former warehouse of the 1920’s reconverted into a 45,000
sqm of mixed-use space.
	The UCCA Dune Art Museum in Qinhuangdao (China) is a masterpiece of pure design and
perfect integration in a dune ecosystem using the most up-to-date techniques in regards
to low-energy consumption, thermal regulation and natural lighting.
	You will also enjoy discovering one of the most talented hungarian architects, László
Földes, owner of a multi-disciplinary architecture office based in Budapest, presenting
here the iconic Kemenes Volcanopark Center, a perfect example of integration with
nature and the ultra-modern ethereal Center of Innovation of Gyal.

This issue also features many other very interesting achievements such as:
	M19 Riverview from Arts & Architecture, a total renovation of a 4 facades private house
into a luxurious villa with all modern comfort using the original structure of the house,
	Lumen, a mixed-use urban housing in Luxembourg designed by architect Diane Heirend,
	The transformation of The Cosmopolitan, a high-rise office building into a mixed-use
housing in the centre of Brussels,
	Light Falls, or how to demolish and rebuild a typical Victorian House in London into a
modern, luminous and functional family house,
	Lochten, a former industrial site converted into a sustainable district hosting 54 housing
and social activities.
As you can see, this edition offers a rich content and we hope you will enjoy reading this
new edition as much as we loved preparing it for you.
Finally, if you wish to participate in the second edition of the European Architecture Awards
2020 (www.EA-Awards.eu) and submit some of your recent projects, you will find all relevant information on page 59.
Jacques ALLARD

Hôtel-Dieu de Lyon
Exterior Shot by night
RL & ASSOCIES, Didier Repellin
chief architect of historical monuments
France
Photo © Eric Cuvillier
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HÔTELDIEU DE
LYON

RL & ASSOCIES, Didier Repellin
chief architect of historical monuments

More than 900 years
of history transformed into
a new social neighbourhood
in the heart of Lyon

4
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 Le Dôme Bar - Hôtel Intercontinental. Photo © Eric Cuvillier

Some historical background

The present edifice, built on the Rhône between
1741 and 1761, was designed by legendary ar-

The Hôtel-Dieu, with its imposing dome and

chitect Jacques-Germain Soufflot, just 28 years

monumental facade stretching along the Rhône,

old at the time: one of his best known works

in the very heart of Lyon, is a quintessential part

is the Panthéon in Paris. Soufflot designed a

of the city’s architectural heritage. For the peo-

two-story building with a very long facade that

ple of Lyon, it is synonymous with a maternity

housed a central dome. This dome acted as a

hospital, as 2000 babies were born there an-

chimney to evacuate the stale air but also served

nually in recent decades: one in every three of

to break the visual monotony of the monumental

the city’s inhabitants. This former hospital func-

280-metre long facade.

 L a Conciergerie - Hôtel Intercontinental.
Photo © Eric Cuvillier
 Architect Didier Repellin. Photo © Jacques Allard

tioned without interruption for 900 years, before
finally closing its doors in 2010.

As a hospital with a modern design, the Hôtel-Dieu enjoyed an excellent reputation and

The history of the Hôtel-Dieu began in the Mid-

prided itself on its mortality rate of 1 in 14 in-

dle Ages and continued its expansion through

stead of the 1 in 4 in the Hôtel-Dieu in Paris.

the French Renaissance.
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At the forefront of medical
advances
In the 19th century, the hospital was once again
extended, giving it a capacity for about a thousand patients. It became an effective surgical
centre in France, renowned throughout Europe.
In 1896, when X-rays were first discovered, the
radiologist Etienne Destot performed the first
x-ray here.
In August 1914, it was requisitioned by the
French army as a military hospital, where it became a leader in the field of facial reconstruction.
During the First World War, one of the Lumière
brothers, Auguste, inventor of cinematography,
was appointed to the volunteer position of director of the x-ray department of the Hôtel-Dieu.
He personally funded 18,000 x-rays and also
assisted Professor Bérard a world-renowned
surgeon, in taking care of tetanus sufferers. He
also invented autochrome plates used specially
in demonstrations for surgical trainees.

A maternity hospital dear
to the hearts of the people
of Lyon
During the Second World War, the Hôtel-Dieu was
damaged several times. On September 4, 1944,
the large dome was completely destroyed by fire
after a barrage of gunfire. It was only in the 1960s
that funds were released for its reconstruction.
First the south facade, then the one overlooking
the Rhône, were restored, while the northern part
of the Hôtel-Dieu, consisting of the Hôtel-Dieu
covered passage, was replaced by new buildings.
In the second half of the 20th century, the hospital continued its medical activity. A huge number of the births in all of hospitals across Lyon
were recorded in the Hôtel-Dieu.
6

people of Lyon gradually rediscovered the

Just to give an idea of the project’s

outer facade adorned with statues that had

magnitude, a total area of 52,000 m2,

disappeared under a layer of grey dust, due

40,000 m2 of facade, 15,000 m2 of roof,

to pollution.

1,400 windows, a stupendous glass roof

Having functioned unremittingly as a hospi-

containing over 170 tons of glass and steel,

tal for nine hundred years, the Hôtel-Dieu,

Chronologically speaking, the Grand-Hôtel

22,000 tons of waste sorted then removed,

no longer suited to modern medicine, closed

Dieu was acquired in June 2015 by the Crédit

2 million working hours on a project that

its doors in 2010. The reconstruction project

Agricole Assurances in partnership with the

lasted for more than eight years: the

was officially launched in April, 2015, after

Caisse régionale de crédit agricole Centre-Est.

restoration of the Grand Hôtel-Dieu in Lyon

the asbestos removal and the archaeologi-

The commercialisation phase managed by

has broken all existing records.

cal excavations. The existing structures were

Scaprim Property Management started in

laid bare, the roofs and frameworks removed

March 2016.

It has to be underlined that the site was

and restored by qualified French artisans. At

The opening of the Grand Hôtel-Dieu took

renovated and remodeled with full respect

its busiest, the site saw some 1,200 people

place on 27 April 2018 followed on 4 June

of the existing premises using sophisticated

working together at the same time. Workers

2019 by the opening of the InterContinental

high quality materials.

from Italy restored the inner walls while the

Lyon Hôtel-Dieu.

 The courtyard canopy. Photo © Eric Cuvillier

 Exterior Shot with with view on the Rhône river. Photo © Manon Charon
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The Grand-Hôtel-Dieu
gets a new lease of life
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 Duplex Suite - Hôtel Intercontinental. Photo © Eric Cuvillier

Architect Didier Repellin managed to lead this

in his own words, both ‘monastic and sophisti-

eight entry points, seven of which are open to

gigantic renovation by keeping in mind the spirit

cated’, highlighting the building’s original contrast

the public. This new neighbourhood, in the heart

of this emblematic construction, each refurbished

between the austerity of the former hospital and

of the Presqu’ île quarter, enjoys a wide range of

volume found its right place respecting the

the striking richness of its exterior architecture. The

public transport (metro and bus), and an under-

design of the original building.

project is intended to be contemporary, displaying

ground car park with 134 parking spaces.

a “humble luxury” in keeping with both the histoJean-Philippe Nuel, decor project manager is

ry of this unique building and the expectations of

One of the main attractions is the new International

an international reference in prestige hotel design

travellers at the dawn of the 21st century.

City of Gastronomy that seeks to promote trades,

across the globe. Drawing on the history and
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expertise and local, French and international

background of the site, this interior designer has

Wishing to offer a welcome to all, the Grand

cuisine and catering. Designed as a development

created a decorative concept that manages to be,

Hôtel-Dieu opens onto the city with as many as

and management tool for professionals in the food
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 Le Dôme Bar - Hôtel Intercontinental. Photo © Jacques Allard

 Le Dôme Bar (detail) / Views - Hôtel Intercontinental. Photos © Eric Cuvillier

industry and the nutritional health sector, it aims to

illumination of this new site – like the other dis-

All the actors of this project have been able to

promote the cultural and economic vitality of Lyon

tricts of the city - is of incredible beauty invit-

give new life to a landmark fallen into disuse

within France and internationally.

ing residents as well as tourists to stroll around

transforming it in one of Lyon’s flagship places.

Lyon, also called the French city of lights even
In addition to the InterContinental Lyon, the new

at nightfall.

Grand Hôtel-Dieu houses shops and restaurants,

The next step – in which the involvement and
expertise of Patrick Muller, responsible for the

a convention centre, a private car park as well as

No wonder that Saint Petersburg, Rome or

Grand Hôtel-Dieu site will be fundamental - con-

the City of Gastronomy mentioned above.

Ghent, for example, benefit from the city of Lyon

sists in continuing gathering local and interna-

and Thierry Marsick’s technical expertise when it

tional visitors by developing, implemen-ting and

comes to city illuminations.

constantly reinventing the range of services and

Thanks to the expertise of Thierry Marsick,
Director of Urban Lighting Department, the

facilities offered by this unique urban oasis.
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UCCA DUNE
ART MUSEUM,
QINHUANGDAO,
CHINA

OPEN Architecture
(China)

On a quiet beach along the
coast of northern China’s
Bohai Bay, the UCCA Dune
Art Museum is carved into
the sand, where it gently
disappears.
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Countless years of wind have pushed the

A series of cell-like contiguous spaces accom-

beach’s sand into a dune along the shore

modate differently-sized galleries, a café, and

several meters high, stabilized by low-rising

some ancillary spaces. After passing through

shrubs and other ground cover. The museum

a long, dark tunnel and a small reception area,

lies beneath this dune. Enveloped by sand,

the space suddenly opens up as visitors en-

its

shaped

ter the largest multifunctional gallery. There, a

spaces resemble caves—the primeval home

beam of daylight from the skylight above si-

of man, whose walls were once a canvas for

lently yet powerfully fills the space.

interconnected,

organically

some of humanity’s earliest works of art.
Hidden between the sea and the sand, the

Looking through different openings framed by

design of the Dune Art Museum is simple,

the building, museum-goers can observe the

pure, and touching—a return to primal and

ever-changing expressions of the sky and sea

timeless forms of space.

throughout the day. A spiral staircase leads
to a lookout on top of the sand dune, guiding

The decision to create the art museum under-

curious audiences from the dark recesses be-

neath the dunes surrounding it was born out

low to the vast openness above. Underfoot,

of both the architects’ deep reverence for na-

the museum emerges as a hidden shelter,

ture and their desire to protect the vulnerable

intimate to the body and soul—a place to

dune ecosystem, formed by natural forces

thoughtfully contemplate both nature and art.

over thousands of years. Because of the museum, these sand dunes will be preserved

The complex three-dimensional geometry

instead of leveled to make space for ocean-

of the Dune Art Museum’s concrete shell

view real estate developments, as has hap-

was shaped by hand by local workers in

pened to many other dunes along the shore.

Qinhuangdao (some of whom were former

 Gallery		

 Café
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 Outdoor Exhibition Terrace

 Aerial view
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shipbuilders), using formwork made from
small strips of wood and occasionally,
some more elastic materials when tighter
curvatures were needed. The architect
deliberately

retained

the

irregular

and

imperfect texture left by the formwork,
allowing traces of the building’s manual
construction to be felt and seen. In addition,
the building’s doors and windows, reception
desk, bar counter, and bathroom sinks are
all custom-designed and made on-site. The
eight tables in the café are also designed
by the architect, each with a distinct shape
matching that of the floor plans of the eight
main gallery spaces.
The building’s many skylights, each with a
different orientation and size, provide carefully
tempered natural lighting for the museum’s
spaces at all times of the year; its sandcovered roof greatly reduces the building’s
summer heat load; and a low-energy, zeroemission ground source heat pump system
replaces traditional air conditioning.
www.openarch.com

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Year: 2018

Project Team: ZHOU Tingting, WANG

Location: Qinhuangdao, China

Mengmeng, HU Boji, FANG Kuanyin,

Floor area: 930

Joshua PARKER, LU Di, LIN Bihong, YE

Type: Architecture

Qing, Steven SHI, JIA Han

Client: Aranya, UCCA

Collaborators: Local Design Institute:

Status: Completed

CABR Technology Co., Ltd

Principals in Charge: LI Hu, HUANG

Lighting Design: X Studio, School of

Wenjing

Architecture, Tsinghua University, China
+ OPEN Architecture
Images: Zaiye Studio and WU Qingshan
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Photos © FöldesArchitects

László Földes
Földes Architects
Hungary

After graduating as an architect at the Buda-

events of RIBA/London, Lighthouse/Glasgow,

belief in architectural continuity, however they

pest University of Technology, László Földes

Piran/Slovenia, Tranzit 15/Leiden, DAZ/Berlin,

are open to new ideas. First time in history they

joined Järvinen & Airas studio, Helsinki. A few

Kunsthalle/Budapest. Projects of Földes Ar-

built in “LiTraCon” (light transmitting concre-

years after returning to Hungary he founded

chitects are both residential (dwelling houses,

te), Áron Losonczi's invention which received

Földes Architects in 1994 where he shares the

apartment houses) and public buildings (health

several awards. The office gained international

work with 14 young architects. The office won

centres, churches, museums, schools). Their

recognition for the Kemenes Volcanopark Visitor

two Pro Architectura awards and an Ybl award,

projects identification lays in the use of natural

Centre, unveiled in 2013.

besides being invited to exhibit at architecture

and local materials (stone, brick, wood) and the

51+2019 | Portrait

PHILOSOPHY
Regarding his working philosophy László Földes
sees design commissions as answers addressing
questions. His aim is to focus sharply on
the substantial characteristics of the assignment.
The better the comprehension, the more powerful
and convincing the result is. Concentration offers
László Földes the possibility of an abstract,
elementary solution. Apart from the expressional
simplification the realized building should have a layer
reflecting on and grow out of its cultural context.
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Földes Architects
(Hungary)

KEMENES
VOLCANOPARK
VISITOR CENTER,
CELLDÖMÖLK,
HUNGARY

Though Hungary,
located in Central
Eastern Europe,
is not rich in active
volcanos, a large
expanse of the country
used to be volcanic
some 5 million
years ago.
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However, the soil helps to ensure good
quality for high level wine production,
one of Hungary’s largest export products.

Staircase 

The iconic Kemenes Volcanopark Visitor Center
lays 200 km West of the capital Budapest,
and has been realised following a national architectural contest announced in 2009 by the
Celldomolk City Council, when Földes Architects celebrated their winning entry from the
competing 44 projects. The chosen plot for the
center highlighted a flat area between the city of
Celldomolk and the 5 million year old Sag Hill,
a former volcano.
‘Instead of the straight translation of the brief,
such as creating a volcano shaped museum
building, we wanted to capture the true
substance of the location. According to our
concept, the raw materials, the homogeneous
grey of the concrete, the lava inspired colour
of the corten steel, and the flue-like
arrangement of the space, deliver the spirit
and essence of a volcano’.
László Földes, chief designer of Földes
Architects

 Kemenes Volcanopark Visitor Center

 Interior view
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Upon entering the vast interior of the building,

the different sizes and positions of the corten

If you ever wanted to imagine walking through

the visitor meets two engaging attractions. At

boxes. These offer a range of functions, from

a cubist painting, this building is a great exam-

first sight the vertically open space captures the

screening rooms to interactive installations area,

ple of how it might feel to wander into Picasso’s

eye. Five floors above, a small window lets in

and present the fascinating history and typolo-

Guernica. While passing below the red cubes,

a beam of light offering the ‘eruption’ point on

gy of volcanos. To create a more refined interior,

grey walls and bridges of the building, you have

the flat roof. On the opposite side, the industrial

the exhibition texts are situated directly on the

a real opportunity to comprehend the transience

materials of the façade appear consistent with

wall without any supporting board.

and vulnerability of human existence bracketed

the interior: naked concrete walls, dark grey ra-

by such a formidable force of nature.

sin flooring, steel staircase and corridor, and the
www.foldesarchitects.hu

corten steel cubes also visible from the outside.
The varied height and location of bridges link

 Exterior view

ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Location: Celldomolk, Vas County, Hungary
Program: Specific museum building to represent the volcanic history
of the territory
Type: competition commission
Area/Size: 965 m2
Year: Design: 2011 • Completion: April 2013
Client: Celldomolk City Council (Celldömölk Város Önkormányzata)
Team:
Principal Designer: LászlÓ Földes
Project Architect Team: LászlÓ Földes , Csaba Balogh,
Orsolya Tatar-Gonczi
Collaborating architects: Agnes Deigner, Levente Sirokai, Peter Sonicz
Structural engineering: Zoltan V. Nagy
Mechanical engineering: Gyorgy Lederer
Electrical engineering: Judit Balazs
Installation design: Zsolt Vasaros
Contributing volcanologist: David Karatson
Exhibition concept: Gabor Sz. Szilagyi
Images: Tamas Bujnovszky
Text: Viktoria Szepvolgyi
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Földes Architects
(Hungary)
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SAUFLON
CENTER OF
INNOVATION,
GYÁL, HUNGARY
The ethereal centre of
innovation project, unveiled
in Hungary, stands for
the mutual inspiration of
science, technology and
art. A twenty-four-meter
passage surrounded by the
reflections of reflections.
Földes Architects
involved a glass sculptor
to compose the illusion
effects engaging the visual
notion of all visitors.
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Despite the economic challenges of the last

ate a centre of innovation in Hungary to present

years, the contact lens industry remained re-

the latest technologies in the form of a first class

markably prosperous. A leading producer of

business and clinical training series of inspiring

contact lens and aftercare solutions, Sauflon, de-

spaces. Five local architectural studios had been

cided to establish a part of their lens production

invited to tender for the project, which was even-

in Hungary. A decision, which was followed by

tually won by the renowned Földes Architects.

the foundation of a subsidiary company in 2005.
The opening of the Hungarian production facility
ensured a 35% yearly growth, therefore in March
2012 the British parent company decided to cre  Looking from the first bridge
to the waiting zone.
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compared to average factory operation it still

with a sloped glass surface at the end which tricks

meant the industrial to us. It challenged our minds

the vision. On the right hand side the core functions

how to couple it to a pure, event and conference

are located: first a lounge with a 24m2 glass wall

oriented, guest welcoming, elegant space. The

presenting the visual ID of the company, then a

concept derived from the definition of lens, the

cloakroom hidden by ‘floating’ glass doors and

means of vision, and also we took inspiration

finally the rebel pink glass covered cafe including

from the high-technology of the lens industry,

kitchen and the mechanical room behind. Above,

therefore clean, intelligent, integrated solutions

a wooden box is cantilevered, a house within

as well as playful reflections, gloss surfaces and

the house, which serves as an auditorium with

transparency played great importance during the

32 seats and an integrated interpreter-cabin for

design. This concept is supported by the resin

conferences. The box can be entered from the

flooring, the glass bridges, the opened-up volume

upstairs guest area, through two green glass

and the tremendous flow of light streaming through

bridges. The next bridge gives access to the

the glass façade and the glass roof.’ He said.

fitting room where clinical training is delivered and

Laszlo Foldes, chief designer of Földes
Architects, explained the concept that
lays behind his company's presentation.

Some 20 kilometres South of the capital, Budapest,

meeting room can be reached through the same

in the heart of a modern industrial park, among

bridge. On the ground floor a white door opens

‘The task was to create an iconic yet functional

bunches of metal masts, this hidden beauty is

up the secret of the Sauflon Centre of Innovation

centre of innovation which mainly serves as the

waiting for visitors from other lands. The physical

- visitors can enter the production area here which

showcase for the high-tech, innovative production

production process is settled in the same building,

provides a unique opportunity to gain an insight

methods used in the manufacturing of the latest

only a door divides it from the centre of innovation

into the technologies used by one of the most

generation, high-quality contact lens products of

space. To the façade a huge glass surface is used

pioneering companies in optics. An iconic text

Sauflon. 700 people in 4 shifts work daily at the

to maximize the amount of light flowing in. After

welcomes their arrival: ‘Innovation is at the heart

factory which shares the space with the centre

entering, the 10 meter high volume remains open

of everything we do.’

of innovation. Though lens production can’t be

and a 24 meter-long passage welcomes visitors

52+2020 | Project

the newest lenses can be experienced. A 12 seat

 T
 he innovation centre is
located in the heart of a
modern industrial park,
among bunches of metal
masts
23

Collaborating glass sculptor, Andras
Bojti remarked: ‘Our aim was to create and

sensitive architect and an independent artist,

which the Vision in Motion, speaking about the

also of the collaborative work model, and the

‘man's fundamental qualities, of his intellectual

present all details in relation with each other,

implementation of a sculptor’s vision into a physical

and emotional requirements, of his psychological

which resulted in a special experience for visitors,

space. The therapeutic effect is the core of this

well-being and his physical health.’ All of these

they sense the unity of the layers and surfaces

project; the creation of an atmosphere to influence

facets of the human experience were used in this

based on these relationships, while moving

people enjoying exceptional experiences.’

exciting new project.

László Földes and his team the result challenges

László Moholy-Nagy, Hungarian origin artist

www.foldesarchitects.hu

the visitors in all possible ways: visually, spiritually

of the 20th century drew the attention of the

and intellectually. This is an emblematic project

public to the importance and meanings of vision

that stands for the shared thinking process of a

through his art works, theories and books, among

around the centre. Thanks to the shared work with

ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Program: Innovation Centre attached to Sauflon
contact lens factory
Type: Competition commission
Area/Size: 730 m2
Year: Design: 2013 • Completion November 2013
Cost: 850.000 EUR
Client: Sauflon CL Kft.
Principal Designer: László Földes
Project Design Team: Johanna Csuri, Tamas Holics
Co-designer glass sculptor: Andras Bojti
Images: Tamas Bujnovszky
Text: Viktoria Szepvolgyi
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LUMEN,
A MIXEDUSE URBAN
HOUSING IN
LUXEMBOURG

Diane Heirend architecture & urbanisme
(Grand Duchy of Luxemburg)

The building is located in
an urban district, where the
street atmosphere is quite
lively and surroundings look
very heterogeneous.

26
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Exterior view 

Lumen is built on a
confined plot, with the
sunlight coming exclusively
from the street, offering
the perfect lighting for an
enjoyable private universe.
The keywords for this project ranges from:
Density, luminosity, intimacy, materiality,
calm, joy, urbanity, to sublimation of the light
both for the public and private space.
The two neighbouring buildings have each an
extra floor in disrespect towards the current
local development plan. In order to ensure the
optimal urban integration of the building, the
aim was to choose a free ceiling height of 3
meters.
By using a roman travertine facade, the materiality follows the characteristics of Plateau Bourbon; the mobile and perforated shutters allow
the sunlight to come into the interior space, offering both discretion and excellent aesthetical
outcome. Interiors are sophisticated, peaceful
and cozy.
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Interior views 

The thermal envelope as well as the technical choices made for this building enable the
achievement of AA energy rating.
There are two apartments or duplex on each
level. The bedrooms are oriented towards the
inner courtyard, to guarantee calmness.
The large living spaces, including open-plan
or standard kitchen, are oriented towards the
street and benefit from the filtered sunlight.
At night the building ‘gives back’ to the street

ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Location: Luxembourg-ville, Luxembourg
Project owner: private
Structural Engineer: InCA Ingénieurs Conseils
Associés sàrl
Technical engineer: Boydens Luxembourg sàrl
Supervising Office: OGC s.a.

the artificial light, coming from the living rooms.

Volume of the building: 9 170 m3

www.dianeheirend.com

Photos: Eric Chenal, Konstantinos Deko

Net surface: 2 320 m2
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VELUX STUDIO roof window.
3 x more benefits in a single window.
Cheaper
than 3 separate similar-sized windows
More daylight
thanks to the thinner profiles
Quick and easy installation
with its unique standard frame

1.Surface (Oxy oil)
2. Wood top-layer
3. B:hard powder-base
4. HDF core
5. B:hard base layer

Using a patented method, B:hard applies a woodpowdercoating over the wood top layer. This results in a long-lasting,
hardened and durable floor. B:hard is a must everywhere
where wood flooring will experience heavy use.
For living rooms, dance schools, classrooms, offices or retail
spaces. B:hard: The new classic wood floor for special
occasions.
www.bhard.be
info@bhard.be

LoFra Projects BVBA
Venderstraat 5B
BE- 3640 KINROOI
I +32 89 70 16 62

VELUX STUDIO roof window:
the latest bright idea from VELUX.
More daylight, more life, more delight.
That’s the promise of this new innovation
designed by VELUX. With an extremely
refined frame and 3 windows, the STUDIO
roof window gives you a real panoramic
view of the world around you. All for
an advantageous price.
There’s even the possibility to combine
the windows to form a ‘skylight’.
Discover all the advantages of the STUDIO
roof window and experience the impact of
daylight on velux.be/studio.

Where
innovation meets
sustainability and
performance
Insulated metal panels made with the new V PLUS PERFORM™
technology help architects design buildings that are more energy
eﬃcient, sustainable and ﬁre safe.

Archi-Europe endorses
V PLUS PERFORM™ by Dow
Launching a new insulation product
today represents a real challenge as
it is required to meet all current and
future building requirements in terms
of energy eﬃciency, sustainability,
and ﬁre safety.
So when a material science
company succeeds in developing
and bringing to market such an
exceptional product after years of
research, it becomes our mission
to share this information among our
architecture community.
Insulation for future-ready
buildings
V PLUS PERFORM™ insulation
technology by Dow can help
architects design more sustainable
buildings that meet environmental
and near-zero energy standards,
while also bringing comfort and
safety to people that work, live and
learn inside them.

Thinner building envelopes
More sustainable buildings
Up to 20% thinner compared to
Smart ingredients contributing to LEED
conventional materials. Lighter
v4 and BREEAM green building ratings.
construction and more indoor space.
Greater transparency of value chain.
	
contributing to LEED® v4 and BREEAM®
Launching
a new
insulation product today represents
Developed in
collaboration
	
helping designers optimize the energy efficiency performance of
a with
realmanufacturers,
challenge asarchitects
it is required to meet allImproved
current energy eﬃ
Fire safety
ciency
buildings achieving up to 18 mW/mK aged lambda
building
requirements
in
terms
of
energy
efficiency,
and green building experts,
ﬂame-retardant
Next-generation insulation
technology
	
developing thinner buildingHalogen-free
envelopes upto
20% comparedtechnology.
to consustainability,
recycling
issues,
V PLUS PERFORM™
powers
the fire safety regulations
Enables
achievement
of Bs1d0 and FM
achieving up to 18 mW/mK
aged
lambda,
ventional materials
etc.
next-generation of insulated metal
4882 enabling
standards.
helping designers improve
thermal
	
contribute
to building fire safety
the achievement of Bs1d0
and FM 4882 standards
panels with sustainability at its core.
performance of buildings.
So, when a material science company succeeds in developing and
bringing to market such an exceptional product after years of research,
it becomes our mission to spread and share this information among our
architecture community.
V PLUS PERFORM™ combines all advantages in one single product by:

In short, V PLUS PERFORM™ definitely symbolizes the best choice
when it comes to building insulation and represents the solution
architects have been waiting for.

BOGDAN & VAN BROECK
The Cosmopolitan a landmark for Brussels
(Belgium)

TRANSFORMATION
OF A HIGH-RISE
OFFICE BUILDING
IN THE CENTRE
OF BRUSSELS
INTO MIXED-USE
HOUSING
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With “The Cosmopolitan”, we restore and highlight the existing
qualities of the site, promote the quality of urban density in the heart
of a central district and advocate for soft mobility. Through design,
we create meaningful connections between people and produce
sustainable spaces in recognition of the fact that we do not only
inherit our cities but also need to preserve them for future generations.

Along the Quai aux Pierres de Taille at the no

up is created. Offices are located on the ground

longer existing port of Brussels, a modernist

and first floor. Along the east and west facades,

tower rises above its neighbours: the still present

two galleries shelter pedestrian paths which

warehouses as well as the Royal Flemish Theatre

cross the site.

located only a few steps away. Designed to

ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Site: Quai au Pierres de Taille 16

provide a clinic and office spaces, it was built in

Higher up, generous balconies nestle in a light-

& Rue du Canal 28, 1000 Brussels, BE

1959, at a time when the focus on heritage was

weight steel structure, offering to all inhabitants

Client: Besix RED, Avenue des

not the same as it is today. Despite its contrast

exceptional views over the city of Brussels. De-

Communautés 100, 1200 Woluwe-Saint-

with the surrounding urban fabric, the tower

mountable aluminium panels, perforated in a

Lambert, BE

remains discreet and often unnoticed thanks to

triangular pattern, serve as a protection against

its perpendicular position to the adjacent streets.

both sun and wind, but they also create a play of
light and shade animating the façades. The sky-

Almost 60 years later, the tower goes through a

line of Brussels welcomed "The Cosmopolitan",

profound transformation. After a thorough reinfor-

the grey tower transformed into a white landmark.

cement of the framework, it is surmounted by three

52+2020 | Project

 The Cosmopolitan - Exterior view

Architect: BOGDAN & VAN BROECK
Team: O. Bogdan, L. Van Broeck,
L. Croegaert, M. Czvek, M. Lefeber,
M. Pocuch, S. Poot, T. Rigby,
D. Stefanescu, L. van Innis, T. Willemse
Structure: UTIL Struktuurstudies
Techniques Concept Control

additional floors, the last of which is recessed. This

With “The Cosmopolitan”, we restore and hig-

Acoustics: ASM Acoustics

gesture gives a slender appearance to the tower.

hlight the existing qualities of the site, promo-

Project: Management Cetim

te the quality of urban density in the heart of a

Surface: 16.000 m² gross

Preservation of the structure offers unique cei-

central district and advocate for soft mobility.

Timing: Selection 2014 | completion 2019

ling heights of more than three metres. At the

Through design, we create meaningful connec-

Photography: BOGDAN & VAN BROECK

same time, it drastically reduced the amount of

tions between people and produce sustainable

and © Jeroen Verecht

rubble, which then limited movement of dump

spaces in recognition of the fact that we do not

tracks in the city centre and lessened the impact

only inherit our cities but also need to preserve

on the environment.

them for future generations.

A wide variety of apartments from compact stu-

www.bogdanvanbroeck.com

dios to generous 3 bedroom apartments higher

 The Cosmopolitan - Before and after

The Cosmopolitan - The entrance 
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FLOW Architecture
(United Kingdom)

‘LIGHT FALLS’:
CASCADES OF
LIGHT RESHAPE
A VICTORIAN
HOUSE IN
KENSINGTON,
LONDON

34

London-based
FLOW Architecture
(www.flowarchitecture.co.uk)
with Magrits (www.magrits.com)
has extensively redeveloped a
Victorian terraced house
on a leafy and quiet road
in Kensington, London.

demolition and reconstruction of the existing
dwelling — a large four-storey end-of-terrace
house, originally built in 1851 — together with
the addition of a basement and a double-height
rear-extension.

52+2020 | Project

The project consists of the practically complete

Challenging the traditional
way of inhabiting
historical housing
The project responds to the needs of a family
dissatisfied with the poor quality of light inside
the building and with the compartmentalised
Victorian layout. Spatial planning was driven by
maximising the potential for natural light and the
fluidity of the vertically stacked living spaces,
in order to accommodate the client’s living
requirements and their growing art collection.
“The name Light Falls perfectly expresses the
soul of the house! The cascading effect of daylight, brought in vertical motion to the centre of
the building, enlivens the interior spaces and
dissolves the borders between outdoor and indoor spaces” — says the design team.
Set within the Abingdon Conservation Area,
the house is subject to a number of planning
restrictions, which dictate that its external
appearance must be largely preserved. The design
features are concentrated towards the core of the
building, with the re-organisation revolving around
a new interior courtyard that acts as a visual
centre to the living spaces. Next to the courtyard,
a series of double-height spaces amplify the effect
of the cross-views throughout the living quarters.
Similarly, the staircase opens completely towards
the bottom section of the house to organise the
sequence of the entertainment areas.
 Exterior view

Interior view 
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ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Project name: Light Falls
Location: Kensington, London (UK)
Architect: FLOW Architecture with Magrits
Project team: Vincent Nowak, Annarita Papeschi (FLOW
Architecture), Maria Grazia Savito (Magrits)
Client: private
Completion: January 2019
GFA: 290 sqm (house); 175 sqm (front and rear garden)
Contractor Shell & Core: London Basement
Contractor Fit-out: Michael Brady
Consultants
Structure: StructureMode
MEP: SGA Consulting
Quantity Surveyor: BTP Group
Lighting Design: Mindseye
AV Consultant: Openfield Technology
Planning Consultant: ADL Planning
Photography: ©NAARO

Interior view 

Natural light plays a key role in the project: two

are cladded in glass-reinforced concrete panels

With their sculptural yet fluid treatment, the ver-

large frameless skylights are positioned at the

(GRC) that fold to form a curved bench and the

tical perforations of the courtyard and the open

top of the courtyard and the open staircase

stairs to the garden, creating a visual connection

staircase offer spectacular and unexpected

to enhance the permeability of the building.

with the dynamic lines of the interiors, which is

visual connections within the house, pouring

As a result, abundant daylight fills the heart

continued in the design of the planters’ edges in

generous daylight deep into the dwelling. The

of the dwelling, carving out the volumes from

the outer part of the garden.

result is a strong visual connection with the out-

the original mass and creating a series of
fascinating effects.

doors, with the sun casting ever-changing hues
Within the project, traditional construction

on the dwelling’s white-washed walls.

methods and materials have been combined

36

With the rear extension, the dining room features

with more innovative solutions, such as the

a direct visual link to the garden through the light-

GRC panels in the garden, and the internal se-

weight glass extension. Panoramic sliding doors

ries of bespoke joinery pieces designed with

open towards a generous terrace shaped by the

special cut-out handles and engraved with

presence of a large walnut tree. Here, the walls

graphic designs.

www.flowarchitecture.co.uk

Staircase 
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Urban Platform
(Belgium)
38

LOCHTEN
SUSTAINABLE
DISTRICT WITH
54 HOUSING
INSIDE A
COURTYARD

52+2020 | Project

 Exterior view

The aim of the office’s plan was
to reinterpret the values of the company
Lochten in a sustainable neighbourhood
project which is pragmatic and highly
rational, which is compatible with a
competitive property development
approach and whose image will refer
to the site’s industrial past.

Plan of the project 

The plan attempts to generate social dynamism
through the creation of high-quality communal
spaces and the flexibility and mix of functions.
The purpose of these two main focuses and the
underlying overall approach of sustainability is
to give the ‘Lochten neighbourhood’ a powerful and emblematic image suitable for a model
social project.
The project emphasises the creation of two
large collective spaces, fringed with common
functions

and

featuring

hollows

full

of

vegetation to control rainwater collection. The
various units are linked together by an extensive
network of paths, gardens and the street at
ground level and by footbridges between the
upper floors of buildings. These walkways,
which represent potential meeting spaces,
will enhance the possibilities of social mixing.
The housing is planned as very compact units
which are very simple and easy to build. Their
design is based on a highly rational structural
framework defining ideally proportioned spaces
with minimal floor space.
39

40

This makes it possible to come up with an energy approach in line with the approved level of investment (including passive designs) without any modification of the
basic principle. Breaks between the housing buildings will
reinforce the principle of the block’s transparency and the
internal perspectives for pedestrians. The use of black
metallic cladding refers to industrial architecture and alludes to the site’s existing image today.
www.urbanplatform.com

ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Location: Brussels - Belgium
Client: JCX immo
Timing: 2012 - 2019
Size: 6222 m²
Status Competition: first prize
Typology: Housing
Structural Engineer: NEY & Partners
Technical Engineer: Matriciel
Landscape Architect: Erik Dhont
Photographer: Georges De Kinder

 Exterior views
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dé pionier in
natuurlijk
patineren
van eiken hout
+32 89/62 91 00
info@dilegno.be

Passion for cooking,
passion for quality
atag.be
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M19
RIVERVIEW

The project is located in a small hamlet in
the Lasne community on a parcel crossed
by the Smohain creek which gave name to
the hamlet.

The Smohain creek divides the land into two

were put in place to recreate the original natural

parts, the pre-existing house on one side, the

biotope: creation of new water bags – reed bags

field on the other.

on both sides of the Smohain, reshaping of the

Arts & Architecture
(Belgium)

pond and its shores, renewal of the natural water
This project results from a dialogue between

flows of the site.

landscape and architecture and inversely. The
first step, planned with landscape designer

The architectural project would find its inspiration

Christophe Spéhar consisted in the revalorisation

from this renewed landscape. The water body

of the surrounding landscape in order to reinforce

represents a key element of inspiration in which

the original beauty of this location. All means

architecture reflects in and duplicates.
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Water is used as a mirror to stage the main glass

On one side of the house there is the kitchen, on

The facade is a mix of white framing, glass and

façade made of 3 volumes which generously

the other the pool.

vertical wooden strips resuming the rythm of the

opens towards the site.

reedbed.
The main volume has a double height allowing an

The central volume reuses the structural basis of

optimal visual opening towards the landscape.

the original building and hosts living room, dining

Nature seems to step inside the house.

room and study.

44

Interior and exterior views 
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ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Project authors: Olivier Provoost and Marie Raucent –
ARTS & ARCHITECTURE sprl
Collaborators: Benoit Buntinx and Baptiste Desmarets
Landscape designer: Christophe Spéhar
Photography: Laurent Brandajs
Project owner: Manoel Ancion
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The indoor pool 

Inside as well as outside white and black colors

Architecture inside the house is integral part of

and many details in order to make of this house a

are mixed with natural wood: masonries are cov-

the project, spaces were designed together with

unique place for their owners.

ered with white plaster, glass or natural wood,

the end-users.

frames are in black aluminium, the floor is made

View of the house before transformation: it con-

of light coloured polish concrete and furniture are

Special attention was given to the design of the

stitutes the structural basis of the central volume

built in natural wood or black varnish.

integrated furniture, the materials that were used

of the new project.
www.artsetarchitecture.be
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“Imagicasa is a meeting place that offers a
direct line between potential customers and
professionals.”
Become Imagicasa Partner and
•
•
•
•

reach out to more than 22,750 monthly visitors to our website
inform more than 22,500 subscribers to our weekly newsletter
about your projects
generate long-term worldwide brand awareness and familiarity
through publications in Imagicasa Magazine
reach out to our dedicated followers on Facebook, Instagram &
Pinterest

Imagicasa

info@imagicasa.be • www.imagicasa.be/en/contact
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Mei architects and planners
(The Netherlands)
48

FENIX I

Fenix Lofts & Fenix Docks

immense steel table structure has been built,
comprising

of

approximately

one

kiloton

With almost 45,000 m2 of mixed-use space,

(1 million kg) of steel. On top, a new concrete

Rotterdam gained another bold and iconic

building has been created, with 212 new loft

building. Fenix I is not just an architectural

apartments, varying in size from 40 to 300 m2.

landmark, but is also in technical terms a great

These lofts are developed entirely according to

work of art.

the wishes of the buyers in terms of size and lay-

Through

the

existing

monumental

Fenix

out, and in some cases divided over two floors

warehouse, which dates back to 1922, an

by means of a mezzanine. This loft concept with

Segmentation and fusion

a high degree of flexibility and buyers’ influences

the fleet and number of routes of the Holland

is on this scale a unique concept in Europe. The

America Line at that time. The architect was Mr

former warehouse is now a mixed-use space,

C.N. van Goor. The warehouse was called the

The design for Fenix I was aimed to merge old and

with quay houses, offices based on the loft

San Francisco warehouse and was an impres-

new, instead of to create contrast. The primary

typology, a public parking garage, B&B, catering

sive 360 metres long, making it the largest ship-

principle of the design was therefore to connect

facilities and an extensive culture cluster.

ping terminal in the world at the time.

the building and its immediate surroundings.

From San Francisco
warehouse to Fenix I

In 2013, Mei architects and planners won the

building on the Rijnhaven side (9 layers on top of

architectural tender for the redevelopment of

the warehouse) to match the size and scale of the

Fenix I.

buildings around the Rijnhaven. On the Veerlaan

For that reason, it was decided to heighten the

The Fenix warehouses, located opposite Hotel

side, the new building volume was limited to four

New York and the Rijnhaven Bridge, were built

buildings of Katendrecht.

52+2020 | Project

in 1922 due to the considerable expansion of

layers, in keeping with the lower surrounding
The rear facade of the building 
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The design results in a fusion of old and new,

balconies, which surround the entire building,

a harmonica facade on the Rijnhaven side and

making the facade look grand and imposing.

are made of sandwiched glass and so-called

a private outdoor space opening out onto the

Fenix I relates to the existing buildings in the

“muse frames”: repetitive industrial steel frame

courtyard area.

Rijnhaven area, both new and historical, like for

elements, that invite you to lean on it and

instance the adjacent Codrico building.

daydream, and which fit the character and the

Mei architects has advised on the interior design

use of the port.

for about 50 lofts, and about 50% of all loft

The sixth facade

Fenix Lofts

An important aspect of the design is the

owners chose to retain the brute concrete finish
on the ceilings and columns resulting from the
tunnel construction and formwork systems.

sixth facade, this being the bottom side of

The residential volume on top of the ware-

the balconies. In the new housing volume,

house comprises 212 lofts. In the interlayer,

the consoles of the balconies have been

these apartments have a clear height of 4m.

executed with great attention and finesse.

The impressive space frame structure of the

Their appearance is referring back to the

steel table construction is unmistakably part of

Sustainability is an integral part of Fenix I,

Fenix warehouse. The balustrades of the

the apartment. The lofts in the interlayer have

starting with maximum reuse of the existing

Sustainability

Interior view 
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The roof gardens and vertical green courtyard

and adaptable due to the extra storey height

facades stimulate a healthy, comfortable and

and can be flexibly partitioned because of a

nature-inclusive living environment. They filter

main supporting structure consisting of disc

particulates from the air and the green roofs

columns instead of walls and the central circular

collect rainwater which can be reused.

installation ring.
The building makes efficient use of energy by
The building volume and the facades have

using LED lighting in the communal areas, has

been optimised to allow daylight to enter

a mechanical ventilation system with high-

the courtyard and the apartments. The glass

efficiency heat recovery and applies heat and

facades offering prime views, are made of high-

cold storage for cooling and heating of the

performance solar control glazing. Combined

building.

with the exterior sunshades and the balconies,
solar heat entering the building is blocked and
the need for cooling is reduced.

www.mei-arch.eu

ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Architect: Mei architects and planners, Rotterdam
Team Mei: Robert Winkel, Robert Platje, Michiel van
Loon, Roy Wijte, Arjan Kunst, Sean Bos, Menno van de
Woude, King Chaichana, Johan van Es, Rutger Kuipers,
Rob Reintjes, Danijel Gavranovic, Adriaan Smidt, Riemer
Postma, Kasia Ephraim, Daam van der Leij, Reinoud van
der Zijde, Ruben Aalbersberg, Lore van de Venne
Client: Heijmans Vastgoed
Contractor: Heijmans Woningbouw
Construction: ABT, Delft
Building physics & fire: LBP | Sight
Installations: Techniplan adviseurs
Cultural historical research: Suzanne Fischer
Completion: 2019
Photography: Ossip van Duivenbode
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building. The new building is future-proof
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Discover Epson’s new T-Series wireless
printers - for architects, designers
and engineers
Accuracy and precision – when it matters.

Features and benefits of the SureColor T-Series printers.

When it comes to producing high quality presentation documents and
plans in large format, it is essential for professionals to benefit from a
fast, reliable and high quality printer.

●	
Fast print speeds: Produce accurate A1/D-size prints in under

After comprehensive research into the printing demands of architecture
businesses, Epson has developed a new range of printers to meet the
industry’s specific needs; the SureColor T3100 and T5100 large-format
printers.

35 seconds.

● Easy to operate: Large, intuitive 4.3-inch LCD colour touchscreen.
●	
Compact, clean design: Ultra small footprint and sleek design
enhance the workspace.

● High-capacity cartridges: Up to 50ml colour and 80ml black.
●	
W ireless printing: Connectivity allows for easy printing print from
tablets, smartphones and more.

●	
Versatile media handling: Accommodates 24-36 inch rolls and up
The SureColor T3100 and T5100 models offer high speed, precision and
reliability in ultra-sleek, compact design for engineering and architecture
professionals.
The SureColor T3100 24-inch desktop printer and the SureColor T5100
36-inch floor-standing printer mark Epson’s expansion of the T-Series
product line to the low-to-mid-range CAD printer market. The wireless
printers feature reliable printing performance inherent in Epson’s
technical solutions.
Whether printing large format blueprints, line drawings or CAD/GIS
plans, the SureColor T3100 and SureColor T5100 will benefit industry
professionals regardless of office size. Furthermore, the unique
auto-switching functionality enables the models to swap between large
format roll paper and A4/A3 size paper, without users needing to touch
the printer. Ideal for small companies that have multi-purpose print
requirements in a limited workspace.

to 11x17 inch sheets through the Auto Sheet Feeder with auto
switch, as well as cut-sheet papers up to A1 (24”) or A0 (36”).
●	
Precise, sharp detail: Print blueprints, line drawings, posters,
and more up to 2,400 dpi.
● Easy set up: Get up and running quickly.

www.epson.eu/technical-design

ATAG We love to cook
Our product range is focused
entirely on kitchens and cooking.
We are very much a cooking
brand. Indeed, ATAG is all about
cooking, in the broadest sense of
the word. From steam ovens to
refrigerators and from induction
hobs to cooker hoods. We have
all the technical ingredients to
make storing, cooking, eating and
cleaning as enjoyable as possible.
Bringing state-of-the-art technology to everyday life for home cooks. That’s the
key principle behind our kitchen appliances. Because cooking enthusiasts deserve
an environment in which they can enjoy cooking with passion. Technology,
sustainability, functionality and design. Every facet needs to be perfect to make
cooking an inspiring experience. Because, ultimately, cooking is all about
experience. And ATAG can help make that happen.

Living Now is the new
BTicino WIRING DEVICES
range which revolutionises
the relationship between
cover plate and function.
Elegant and technologically
advanced, in a few simple
steps it allows to transform a
traditional system into a smart
system without changing
your normal wiring procedures. It reinterprets the control point, leaving
more room at the interface with the user and amplifying the functions
of the traditional installation in a smart fashion. The Living Now design
hinges on three key components: modern and ergonomic design,
smart solutions and technical excellence. Living Now revolutionises
the concept of control and adapts to each type of context and system:
from simple switch to interface, from a traditional system to a homeautomation system.

www.atag.be

https://www.bticino.be/livingnow

“ICONIK”
Two-part aluminium “clips”
roof edge system for epdm
coverings
Claerhout Aluminium has
developed a unique two-part
aluminium “clips” roof edge
system for epdm coverings.
The advantages, both aesthetic
and technical, are astonishing. Not
only does the shape of the profile lend your building a sleek aesthetic look, you
can pick any RAL colour you like for both the basic profile and rounded roof edge.
From a technical perspective, the ICONIK roof edge system allows for fast and
easy assembly thanks to the basic profile’s pre-drilled oval holes and premoulded
“easy corners”. The epdm is glued directly over the basic profile into the gutter
and the rounded roof edge is “clipped” onto the basic profile vertically, trapping
the epdm inbetween. Epdm thickness may vary between 1 mm and 2.5 mm,
allowing one 5 mm overlap maximum. Finally, painted joint covers are clipped on
and end caps are inserted at the ends to add the final aesthetic touch.
www.claerhoutaluminium.be
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Living Now by BTicino

Customized acoustic felt panels
Ideal Felt acoustic panels, manufactured from recycled polyester fibers,
work extremely efficiently as noise
absorbers in your home or work environment, or in open space settings.
Sound is absorbed at different frequencies resulting in an immediate
reduction of resonance and/or echoes
within the room, and consequently
a drastic improvement of the sound
quality. The customization possibilities
are endless, whether you go for wall
panels, ceiling panels or room dividers.
Complex designs like see through patterns, company logos or selfmade illustrations can be cut with a precision up to 1/10th of a millimeter. The panels are available in different thicknesses (10/25/40mm)
and colors. Furthermore, the panels can be printed or laminated with
a layer of high quality wool (100%) or polyester felt, both available in a
wide range of colors, for a premium look and feel.
www.idealfelt.com

WINDOUT
MINIMALISTISCHE RAMEN

Interalu & LCC-Plafonds have
an extensive range of ceiling
panels in steel and aluminium

The panels are available in different widths such as 30 mm (BL-ceiling),
200mm (CL-ceiling) and 300 mm (XL-ceiling).
Depending on the requested type, the panels can be up to 8.5 meters long
and they are always tailored to your project.
www.lcc-plafonds.be

The minimal frame
window that features
20mm visible profiles
and 29m² sliding
panels.
The modern concept
of the panoramic
window – one of Le
Corbusier’s proposed
five points for a new
architecture – seeks to maximise the spans and openings of rooms to light
and landscape: the window is converted into a large “screen”. panoramah!®
glazing system is a culmination and ensures maximum transparency and
excellent performance using the latest, most advanced technology.
Toute l’histoire de l’architecture tourne autour de la fenêtre pour
donner de la lumière.
Le Corbusier, Cinq points vers une nouvelle architecture (1926)
www.windout.be/GA
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We have created a total
concept combining the
flexibility and modularity of our
climate and passive ceilings
with the integration of following
techniques:
•	high-performance acoustic absorption • customized lighting • ventilation
for an optimal indoor climate • integration of smoke detectors and motion
sensors
	Furthermore, the possibilities and added value of our ceilings with closed
or open joints are multiple:
•	contemporary & aesthetic design • versatile & flexible design that fits into
most architectural concept • fire safe • economical as there are
no maintenance costs • environmentally friendly: completely recyclable

Panoramic Windows

www.interalu.eu

WINDOUT


 

ALUMINIUM BOUW

Architectural design with louvers
Sunshield's passion is finding an
effective and stylish solution that
allows you to manage daylight, avoid
glare and control heating by the sun.
The goal is shaping a healthy and
comfortable indoor environment,
with a strong positive effect on
energy balance and well-being.
That is exactly why museums like the MoMA and The National Gallery
choose for unique louvers from Sunshield. These museums demand a
pleasant atmosphere for their visitors and optimal daylight to exhibit their
artworks.
The flexibility of Sunshield's technology offers architects an enormous
creative freedom. The shape and curves of the building define the setting for
a functional design with fixed or movable louvers. For Sunshield, function
follows form.
Sunshield Unique Louvers follow harmoniously your architectural forms.
More info? Let's talk +31 162 571 493 or mail info@sunshield.nl.

Vitrines
Windout is
your partner
for commercial
windows up to
9 meters height.
Windout delivers
a full service from
concept assistance
to placement.
Commercial
windows can be
combined with
panoramic windows for full integration of the minimalistic facade. Open sliding
and fixed elements are in perfect harmony integrated in the facade. Another
combination is with ICONIC for a perfect elegant integration of an office facade
combined with vitrines.
www.windout.be/rd

www.sunshieldglobal.com
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innovative roof edge system

Building in Timber:
Room Modules
Wolfgang Huß, Matthias
Kaufmann, Konrad Merz
Ongoing urbanisation requires rapid,
low-emission construction methods.
Architects, investors and politicians are
on the hunt for housing solutions that are
fast and cost-effective, yet sustainable
and flexible. Timber room modules meet
all of these requirements.
This practical volume offers an overview,
from the planning process to assembly,
while contemporary examples show that
building with room modules facilitates
heretofore unimagined, multi-layered and
differentiated architectures.
Publisher Edition Detail, 2019 / English
112 pages / 52,90 €
(Excl. VAT, Excl. shipping)
ISBN 978-3-95553-494-3
Numerous illustrations / hardcover /
format 29,7 x 21 cm
https://shop.detail.de
--

It begins with curiosity – Works
by Henning Larsen Architects
Text: Hans Ibelings, Katherine Eloise
Allen, Kent Martinussen, Louis Becker,
Mette Kynne Frandsen
Since its founding 60 years ago, a deep
curiosity for the world has guided Henning
Larsen Architects adapting its approach
to Nordic modernism across countless
contexts and communities.
In every project from concert venues and
schools, to city halls and workspaces
Henning Larsen Architects pushes the
envelope to encourage social interaction.
Instead of looking at architecture as a
stand-alone object, the studio treats it as a
medium formed for and by the social and
environmental systems in and around it.
This book presents a selection of the

Blokkestraat 2 | 8530 Harelbeke
T +32 (0)56 35 15 56 | F +32 (0)56 37 00 85
info@claerhoutaluminium.be | www.claerhoutaluminium.be

office’s recent projects. Descriptions of
the projects, alongside essays by Kent
Martinussen of the Danish Architecture
Center and architectural historian Hans
Ibelings, offer insight into an office that
operates at the vanguard of Danish
design, always tuned to the needs of our
changing world.
Publisher Arvinius + Orfeus Publishing
AB / English
304 pages / 58€ (excl VAT and shipping)
Editor Tomas Lauri
hardcover / format 210 x 270 mm
ISBN (EN) 978-91-87543-85-2
www.ao-publishing.com
--

Belgium
New Architecture 7
How do you bring together habitat, mobility,
social interactions, amenities/services and
culture?
How do you rethink urban mobility
consistent with current technological,
ecological and digital issues?
In an introduction focused on the broader
theme of public space, the Bouwmeesters
of Brussels and Charleroi set out for us their
vision in Belgium, the Citilinks architects
unveil international perspective, from New
York to Shanghai and those from Bye Bye
Petite Ceinture invite us to dream Brussels
differently.
Offices/health – housing/working – public
spaces – cultural & educational sites : 63
recently completed structures by Belgian
and foreign architects, to be discovered.
Publisher Prisme Editions / English
French / Dutch
288 pages / 49,50 €
ISBN 9782930451312
Cover soft cover with double flaps /
format 24 x 30 cm
Coloured illustrations
www.prisme-editions.be

COMPETITIONS
Superscape 2020

The International VELUX Award

The biannual prize seeks to encourage
innovative and visionary architectural
concepts that explore new models of
living and strategies for inhabiting an
urban context over a broad expanse of 30
years. Reflecting processes of change,
Superscape opens a creative space for
unconventional ideas meant to deliver
new impulses to real-life architectural
output and urban development.
Eligible candidates must have at least
a degree in architecture, landscape
architecture, urban planning or
design from a university or academy.
Multi-disciplinary teams are eligible,
provided they have at least one member
which fulfils these criteria. The first
phase of the architectural competition
is an anonymous, open process.
After the expert jury has nominated
the shortlist (max. six projects), the
individual protagonists will be invited to
a non-anonymous process, during which
the project sketches are to be elaborated
further.
❱ Submission deadline phase 1:
16/03/2020
More information: www.superscape.at

The International VELUX Award is a
biennial competition for students of
architecture. We challenge students from
all over the world to work with daylight as
an ever relevant source of light, life and
joy. The aim of the award is to engage with
students of architecture about how to use
sunlight and daylight as main sources of
energy and light and how to ensure health
and well-being of the people who live and
work in buildings.

International Competition: Architectural
Landscape Design Concept of Tuchkov
Buyan Park in Saint Petersburg
The UIA is endorsing the international
competition for the architectural
landscape design concept of Tuchkov
Buyan Park in Saint Petersburg (Russia).
Architects and landscape designers
from all countries are invited to submit
their expressions of interest for this
single-stage restricted competition.
The subject of the Competition is the
development of a landscape architecture
concept for the park, embankment,
square, and adjacent streets. The
concept must include landscape,
city-building, planning, form-based, and
architectural solutions and meet the
demands of the Competition's brief.
❱ Submission deadline: 08/05/2020
More information:
https://park-spb.ru/about_eng

“Light of Tomorrow” is the overall theme of
the International VELUX Award. The award
seeks to challenge the future of daylight in
the built environment with an open-minded
and experimental approach. Therefore,
the award seeks to widen the boundaries
of daylight in architecture, including
aesthetics, functionality, sustainability,
and the interaction between buildings and
environment.
❱ Registration deadline: 01/04/2020
Submission deadline: 15/06/2020
More information: https://iva.velux.com
RE-Stock London Housing Competition
London seems to be stuck in a
continuous housing crisis with fewer
housing units being built every year.
The sale of local authority housing stock
under the ‘Right to Buy’ scheme has
diminished the available housing stock
even further for people in need of a
suitable accommodation.
In this competition participants are asked
to look at existing iconic council housing
and RE-visit, RE-imagine, RE-invigorate
and RE-think them. Looking at different
iconic housing schemes, participants
are free to either extend these existing
buildings and transform them, or by
echoing their spirit with newly design
buildings on a site of their choice within
London.
❱ Registration deadline: 12/05/2020
Submission deadline: 17/06/2020
More information:
http://restocklondon.beebreeders.com/

Forever an icon,

today Smart as well.

Traditional
control

Control with
smartphone

Voice
command

SAVE THE DATE / Premium selected events recommended by Archi-Europe®
Bosco Verticale
Studio Boeri
Milan, Italy
>
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COMMUNICATION & CONSULTANCY SERVICES 2020
FROM R&D CONCEPT TO MARKET INTRODUCTION (EMEA)
Archi-Research

Consultancy

❖ On-field assistance and support to your Research &
Development Department
❖ Concept testing with architects and other specifiers
❖ Conceptual fine tuning (sizes, colours, shapes,
textures, look & feel approach, etc.)
❖ Guidance to meet relevant compliance
to Local, Regional and European regulations

❖ Strategic advice in matching your solutions
with architects and specifier’s needs
❖ Pre-launch assistance
❖ Launch assistance
❖ Reporting and analysis
❖ Final advice & general recommendations

GETTING YOUR PRODUCTS SPECIFIED (EU)
Archi-Visit®

Printed Magazines
(Archi-News®) (EU)

Digital Networking

(BELUX + EU)
PERFORMING:

PUBLISHING:

PUBLISHING:

1,200 annual face-to-face scheduled visits with
leading and influential architects, interior architects
and engineers presenting new products & solutions
designed and developed by leading industrial partners.

❖ Architect Portraits
❖ Architect Projects reviews
❖ Building Products advertisement
❖ Agenda of upcoming events
(international competitions, exhibitions and
other events, books reviews)

❖ Building Solutions Newsletters, permanent information
about new products and solutions
❖ Social Media content in leading platforms
❖ Agenda of upcoming events (international
competitions, exhibitions and other events, books
reviews)

(EU)

NETWORKING EVENTS (EU - GLOBAL)
M A N AG I N G :

❖ Speakers research, selection and invitation for specific purposes
❖ Archi-World Academy Awards® (Archi-Student competition)
❖ EA-Awards® (European Architecture Awards)

© Archi-Europe/Archi-World 2020
Dennendreef 8 – B 3721 Kortessem – +32 11 37 56 13 – info@archi-world.com

Photo © Joel Filipe

❖ Architectural Competitions
❖ Architects Conferences and Round Tables

Museo ABC
Aranguren + Gallegos
Madrid, Spain

making the transition to a

ZERO CARBON WORLD
Join 27,000 industry
influencers and shapers
with the power to change
the future of the built
environment.

ACT NOW
Be part of the

industry’s
catalyst for change
www.futurebuild.co.uk

- MIPIM® is a registered trademark of Reed MIDEM - All rights reserved

10-13 MARCH 2020
PALAIS DES FESTIVALS - CANNES, FRANCE

THE WORLD’S LEADING
PROPERTY MARKET
26,800 real estate professionals
100+ countries
22,000 sqm exhibition area
6,380 investors
130+ conferences

REGISTER NOW ON WWW.MIPIM.COM
OR CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM MYLENE.BILLON@REEDMIDEM.COM

European
Architecture
®
awardS
2019/2020

› Architecture Competition
› 100% free participation for architects
› Be part of it!

www.ea-awards.eu

SECOND
EDITION

TOPIC

categories

‘When Creativity
and Innovation
meet Sustainability’

save the dates
Submission deadlne:
Monday 23 March 2020

u Office buildings
u Public buildings
u Healthcare facilities
u Education facilities
u Co-living residential projects
u Retail projects

Winners announcement
and awarding ceremony:
Awarding ceremony during
the 1st edition of
ARCHITECT@WORK in the
capital of Europe: Brussels,
Wednesday 13 May 2020

W Special Prize for integrated
acoustic & well-being solutions

jury members
Mr. Massimo Imparato

Sir Philippe Samyn

Mr. Joachim Staudt

Belgium

Germany

Mr. Julian Weyer
Denmark

© Samyn and Partners
architects & engineers

Italy

partners

event partners

ARCHI-NEWS.EU

Mr. Gabor Zoboki
Hungary

ARCHITECT
MEETS
INNOVATIONS

ARCHITECT
@WORK
BELGIUM

Tour & Taxis
Brussels
13 & 14 May 2020
Focus on Future-Proof
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UNITED KINGDOM

FRANCE

LUXEMBOURG

THE NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

WWW.ARCHITECTATWORK.BE

Connecting Global Competence

The future of building

Messe München GmbH · info@bau-muenchen.com
Tel. +49 89 949-11308 · Fax +49 89 949 -11309

Be a part of the BAU community!
mag.bau-muenchen.com/en
facebook.com/BAUMuenchen
linkedin.com/company/baumuenchen

youtube.com/BAUmuenchen
twitter.com/bau_Muenchen

